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The before and after effect of the Olympic
Games on the host city's property market
THE SYDNEY EXPERIENCE
Abstract
This research evaluated the impact of the Olympic Games on the host
city's residential property market, both before and after the Games.
Using a time series approach between 1990 and 2003, this paper
examines va.rious indicators to measure the effect of the 2000 Olympics
on the Sydney property market. The research shows that although the
Olympics were held for only ten days, its influence on the surrounding
market in a direct and indirect manner was substantial. It appears
that the lasting effect of the Games on the property market remained
strongest in the general vicinity of the Olympic Village, and then
gradually weakened over time in areas located further away from this
precinct. It emphasised the role of urban planning both before and after
the event, and how to use a major sporting event to gentrify a suburb.
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Introduction
The impact of the Olympics on the host city'S residential property
market is an area of major importance, although previous research has
been restricted to the period leading up to and during the Games, not
after. Little consideration has been placed on how such a single one-off
event affects an urban market, especially in areas that need substantial
urban renewal. The Olympics provide such a unique opportunity. For
example, a study using repeat sales in the Sydney market between 1979
and 1997 compared residential property price changes in suburbs within
the so-called 'Olympic Corridor' (Bounds et al., 1999). The research was
based on the commonly held assumption that staging major events,
such as the Olympics, would enable the host city to achieve short-term
capital gain through massive construction activities and improvement of
residential infrastructure. Although the results identified links between
the announcement of the Olympics and the variations in property
prices, it concluded that the degree of the influence upon the market
remained unclear (Bounds et aI., 1999). During the post-Games period
there is a danger that the host city's property market may collapse due
to the inflated property prices attributed to the Games, and accordingly
the potential menace of property 'bubbles' derived from the Olympic
speculations are continually under debate (International Finance
Review, 2001).
To accurately measure the success of a major sporting event, both
directly and indirectly, is a task that is extremely difficult to achieve.
The Sydney 2000 Olympic Games have been Widely regarded as one of
the most successful in Olympic history (Cashman &Hughes, 1999; Webb,
2001; State Chamber of Commerce NSW, 2001). This conclusion was
based on the impact of the Sydney Olympics on various socio-economic
aspects of the host city, the State of New South Wales, and Australia as
a nation. Although the Olympic Games are held over a ten day period
only, their effect on the chosen host city is substantial and generally
undisputed. Furthermore, many cities or nations hosting the Olympic
Games can receive huge benefits in various indirect forms (Preuss, 2000).
Global focus is placed on a single city, and this city is invaded bya'large
number of visitors, it receives widespread media attention and hence
becomes a long-running advertisement for the host city. Cities that bid
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Rather thanJocuslng solely on the benefits
of hosting the Games; attention must
The 2000 Olympic Games and the Sydney
residential property market
Figure 1. Sydney Workers and Visitors 1992-2003
Sydney is Australia's largest city and is one of the leading financial
centres in the Pacific Rim, as well as being a preferred location for the
regional head offices of major enterprises around the world (Newell
et aI., 1999). During the process of preparing the original bid and
subsequent expenditure for hosting the event, there was little argument
that staging the Olympic Games in 2000 would solidify and strengthen
the city's position (Weirick, 1999). However, there are many direct and
indirect benefits that accompany a successful Games bid, although
the benefits can be difficult to identify and isolate. For example, global
positioning was recognised as being one of the essential drivers
behind the successful bid for the Sydney Olympics, but was difficult
to fully encapsulate and quantify (Plumb et aI., 2001). Exposure to the
international marketplace is one of the primary drivers for hosting
the Olympic Games, where visitors to Sydney may be converted into
potential residents, investors or both. Reference to Figure 1 shows an
upward trend in visitors and workers to Sydney, both before and after
the Olympic Games. Attention is drawn to the period after 1998 when a
sharp rise in visitor numbers is clearly evident, and is sustained after the
Olympics have closed. Despite the impact of SARS on overseas travel,
the number of visitor-nights in hotels in the CBD in 2003 exceeded seven
million annually for the first time (NSW Government, 2003). Furthermore,
the annual number of arrivals (2.6 million) for 2002/2003 represented a
further 3.6% increase over the previous year, and is a substantial 14.6%
above the Olympic calendar year. However, the number of workers
appears to have tapered off in 2001 after the Games had left Sydney.
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be placed on the residual effect of this
global event on the urban landscape.
for the Olympic Games are fully aware of the significance of this event,
with millions of dollars being spent on the bid itself, let alone the actual
hosting of the Games. Fierce competition and rivalry is openly observed
between the world's major cities for the privilege of hosting the Olympic
Games (Plumb et aI., 2001). Recently questions have been raised about
Athens' and Beijing's Olympic agendas, querying precisely how the two
cities use the Games to address their transportation and environmental
problems. However, it seems that the Olympics may be losing this
attraction. Preuss (2000, p.89) argued that "in future, the IOC wants to
prevent the Olympics from being used as a means of urban development
and, therefore, plans to strongly limit the use of Games-related revenues
for investments in the infrastructure and redevelopment of a host city.
Thus an essential incentive to host the games will be lost.....
This research focuses on the impact of the Olympic Games on the host
city's residential property market, both in the lead-up to the Games and
during the period immediately afterwards. It uses a case study approach
based on the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, to examine the influence of
the Games on the host city's residential property supply and demand
factors, and importantly, on the wider housing market. It should be
noted that previous host cities' successes, especially Sydney's, will form
valuable models to assist planning in the after scenario for Olympic host
cities such as Athens (2004) and Beijing (2008). Accordingly an in-depth
understanding of the Sydney experience and the subsequent effect
on the host city, especially the characteristics of the local real estate
market, will be an essential prerequisite for achieVing further successes
and avoiding potential problems over the long term. Rather than
focusing solely on the benefits of hosting the Games, attention must be
placed on the residual effect of this global event on the urban landscape.
Research methodology
An analysis of the direct and indirect impact of the Olympics on the
host city'S residential market was conducted by assembling time-series
data based on varying measures such as residential prices, rental
accommodation vacancy rates and bUilding activities. Where possible,
the time-span of the time-series data covered the period between the
early 1990S and 2003, including 2000 as the year of the Sydney Olympics.
The time-series indexes examined major factors that are important in
residential property markets, and importantly, sought to identify the
influence of the Olympics on these factors. In addition, the focus was
placed on the region in Sydney where the Olympic Village was sited, as
well as building activities and property market indicators that may have
been influenced by the Olympics. Comparisons were drawn between
varying geographical classifications including the region surrounding
the Olympic village in western Sydney, the overall Sydney market, the
Melbourne market, as well as at state and national levels.
One of the major areas influenced by an Olympics is the residential
market. This market has the important role of providing short term,
high quality accommodation for thousands of Olympic competitors and
overseas visitors, as well as for long-term residents of the host city. The
inflationary effect on the residential market during the period leading up
to the Games is undisputed and is easily observed via the substantially
higher housing rental levels. At the same time there remains an
underlying requirement to confirm the sound planning constraints that
maintain efficient transport flow and access to services and amenities.
However the long-term influence of the event cannot be easily
distinguished from other factors. Nonetheless, there is some evidence
that the Olympics appears to positively influence property markets in
Sydney in the period immediately after the Games, rather than shOWing
a sharp decline caused by lower demand. For example, although there
was a rise in official interest rates in November 1999, the inner Sydney
residential market still performed strongly after the Olympics (Colliers
Jardine, 2000). A study of price growth and rental returns of apartments
in the inner ~nd middle Sydney metropolitan areas, commonly referred
-,
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The initial step in the analysis was to examine bUilding activity on a
statewide basis, where comparisons were undertaken between (a) New
South Wales (b) Victoria and (c) the total of all states and territories,
Figure 3 highlights seasonally adjusted dwelling unit commencements
in these three areas. Although the number of units was similar for both
New South Wales and Victoria during the early 1980s, there were notable
increases for New South Wales during the 1990S leading up to the Games,
FollOWing the conclusion of the 2000 Olympics, the number of dwelling
unit commencements for New South Wales returned to a similar level as
those in Victoria. Furthermore during 2001, the number of dwelling unit
commencements was lower for New South Wales than Victoria for the
first time during the time series.
There is evidence that the bUilding cycle in the Australian residential
sector has generally stabilised at a cycle length of approximately six
years since the mid-1980s, both at state and national levels. Over the last
two decades New South Wales and Victoria have also been following this
six'year cycle pattern, although it is not as strongly defined as evidenced
by the national trend.
Even though New South Wales generally had a larger number of
residential project commencements between late 1984 and 2003 as
shown in Figure 4, Victoria has actually performed better in terms
of the increase in bUilding commencements since 1997, This graph
also highlighted a sudden slump and a follOWing strong recovery in
residential bUilding activities since late 2000, However, this fall and rise
was more likely caused by other reasons, such as the introduction of
Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the overall economic growth (State
Chamber of Commerce NSW, 2001), In other words, there is no evidence
that the 2000 Olympic Games contributed significantly at this level,
although its effect cannot be completely overlooked.
Market Comparisons on an Aggregate Level
to as the Olympic corridor, also concluded that there was satisfactory
performance in the market. Urban consolidation and gentrification
of the former industrial area were identified as the two major drivers
(PRO, 2002). In addition, the Olympic Games were identified as the main
catalyst behind 5,660 new housing units. These were built between
1999 and 2000 in the Homebush Bay vicinity, where a sustained capital
appreciation was initially predicted due to industrial restructuring and
gentrification (CB Richard Ellis, 1999; Bounds et aI., 2000). Basic profiles
of housing market variables over this period are analysed to identify
variations, In reference to median residential property values and
median rental levels for the Sydney market, Figure 2 follows changes
between 1992 and 2003. Whilst there was a sharp rise in rental levels
leading up to and during the 2000 Olympics in Sydney, rents appeared
to stabilise and level out after 2000. In contrast, there was no clearly
observed trend in residential property values over the corresponding
period, and prices fluctuated seemingly due to standard variations in
supply and demand.
Australian residential sector has generally stabilised
There is evidence that the building cycle in the
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at a cycle length of approximately six years since
the mid-1980s, both at state and national levels,
T/:e Sydney re~identlol price variation index
shows an upward movement of both/ace and
deflated prices since the early 1990s Following
this, a sharp decrease in residential house
price growth was observed after 2000.
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Figure 6. Change In Total Dwelling Approvals (1985-2002)
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Adirect comparison can be drawn between NSW and Victoria,
based on total housing unit commencements over an extended time
period as shown in Figure 5. The focus is placed on the period between
the announcement of the successful Sydney bid in the early 90S and
2000, where there Was a sustained demand for new housing units in
comparison to Victoria. However, the number of unit commencements
was commensurate with those in Victoria in the period prior to
successful bid announcement in the early 90S and after 2000.
Awider comparison was conducted using Figure 6, which involved the
Sydney property market and the following:
» State of New South Wales
» Melbourne
» State of Victoria
» Australia.
Following the announcement of the successful bid in the early 1990s, up
until the late 1990s,the Sydney market was clearly the best performer
in comparison to these other markets. However, the number of dwelling
approvals decreased sharply in Sydney in the period immediately
leading up to the Games, although in a similar manner to other markets
as shown in Figure 6: On the other hand, the Sydney market did not
recover as well as other markets following this downturn.
Changes in Housing Prices
Variations in housing prices, vacancy rates, land value and rental levels
are also indicators of changes in the property market. An examination
of this data involves comparisons between Sydney and Melbourne,
and at a more detailed level, on a Local Government Area (LGA) basis. As
shown in Figure 7, the Sydney residential price variation index shows an
upward movement of both face and deflated prices since the early 1990S.
FolloWing this, a sharp decrease in residential house price growth was
observed after 2000.
Demand for housing can also be measured by the level of vacancy
rates in the property market, with a comparison undertaken between
Sydney and Melbourne in Figure 8. The observation for 2001 indicated
a decrease in Sydney's real house prices, although since the early
1990S the residential rental vacancy level is generally lower in Sydney
than in Melbourne.
Influences on Housing Values in the Olympic Corridor
Residential property prices are affected by different variables, which in
turn make the measurement of direct Olympic impact challenging when
considered over a broad geographic area such as Syd ney or New South
Wales. Accordingly, this study was extended to provide a deeper insight
into the Olympic impact on a broader context of urban development
and consolidation in Sydney. An analysis was conducted of residential
- • _ .. _ .. Sydney sutlstiaJ Divtston '" Mdboume StattstlaJ Oivkkm _ .... _ ...... New Sooth W~es
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Figure 7. Sydney Residential Medium Price Variations
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Rather than focusing solely on the benefits
of hosting the Games} attention must
be placed on the residual effect of this
global event on the urban landscape.
property price movements in Leichhardt, a local government area
(LGA) situated within the 'Olympic Corridor'. Whilst it was shown in the
preceding section that the Olympics had a positive influence on Sydney
residential property prices, local conditions were cited as an important
driver of price changes (Bounds et aI., 2000).
There may be other factors that affect the housing market, such as
the actual state of the housing market prior to the Olympic Games. For
example, it has been shown that a less mature residential property market
experiences asharper increase in housing prices and rental levels during
the Olympic year. For example, residential prices in Barcelona increased
by 2S0 to 300 percent between 1986 and 1993 (Plumb & McKay, 2001). In
more mature property markets such as Sydney, the influence may be less
significant. In direct contrast to Barcelona, a study into Olympic corridor
housing prices in Sydney showed increases of less than O.S percent above
the Sydney average between 1996 and 2000 (Macquarie Bank, 2000).
In some respects it can be argued that the true 'Olympic-effect' on the
residential sector is not restricted to property prices, but also affects
the development of new districts within the Olympic precinct (Plumb &
McKay, 2001). It appears that the long-term impact, in terms of forming
a new residential suburb and upgrading existing housing stock, is the
'effective impact' in a more mature residential property market such as
Sydney. unfortunately the study conducted by Plumb & McKay (2001)
focused on the impact of the Olympics in a broader context, and covered
different real estate sectors of several Olympic cities, where property
values were not examined in substantial detail.
Examining Supply and Demand Influences
There was an observed impact from Olympic-related projects on
Sydney's built environment, especially in the general vicinity of the
Olympic Games precinct. The development process of these projects
also plays an important role in the city'S urban development plan,
such as new housing supply, urban environmental improvement and
infrastructure upgrades. Overall, the Sydney Olympics became a major
driver in the property market, generating more than 6000 residential
dwellings in 1999 alone (CB Richard Ellis, 1999). But when compared with
the massive size of housing stock in Sydney, the impact from Olympics-
related new housing supply is less than significant. The real attraction
for the property industry to support the Games appears to be based
on the expectation of receiving medium to longer-term benefits, such
as assisting in the evolution of the local residential property market.
The Olympic Games is likely to have impacts on issues such as urban
development, a boost of the national and regional economy, overseas
and interstate migration, the local building industry, and overall
perception of residential property in the Olympic precinct. Clearly, the
staging of the Olympic Games would not be a sole factor influencing the
host city's residential property market.
Varying supply and demand determinants were investigated using
a time-series indeXing approach, where only data sources with higher
reliability levels were employed. The time-spans covered the period
between 1980 and 2002, with the geographic scales of the analysis
ranging from a Local Government Area (LGA) in the Olympic Games
precinct to the Sydney Statistical District (SO). Comparisons werealso
made using data from Melbourne and Victoria, as Melbourne is the city
most comparable to Sydney in terms of economy size, urbanisation and
residential market maturity level in Australia. Based on these categories,
the original data was rearranged for easier comparison to fit into each
specific testing period and geographic area.
Output of the time-series trends and comparisons were achieved by
constructing related indexes where property cycles, bUilding cycles and
related factors are all accounted for. The bUilding and property industry
is operating cyclicly over the medium term, caused predominantly by
capital flow in and out of the property market. Australian residential
building activity is largely determined by bUilding activity levels in the
major Australian capital cities, as they accommodate a large proportion
of the country's population. The next section examines two important
variables, namely (a) variations in bUilding activity and (b) changes in
property market indicators.
Continuing with an examination of building activities at state and
national levels, the next step was to construct indexes using the volume
and value of building approvals based on the Statistical Division (SO)
and Statistical Sub-Division (SSD) levels as shown in Figures 9and 10.
Data was collected from the Inner Western Sydney SSD and the Central
Figure 9. Quarterly Value Index of Building ApprOVals
.,
••••••••• SydnoySD _ •• ----lnnerWestsydnoyISSD) -----Centr.fwest Sydnoy(SSD)
(fjata source: ASS (S), 2002)
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Note: 1992 is the benchmark year.
Western Sydney SSD, as the majority of Olympic related activities were
located within these two areas. Reference to Figure 6confirms that
building activities in the two areas since 1996 are more volatile than
in the general Sydney SO, and this appears to be pronounced in the
inner western Sydney SSD. Possibly this was due to greater Olympic
speculative housing investment and construction activities, although
it may also suggest that the residential market was less mature in this
area. In contrast, only one major change occurred between 1996 and
1997 in the central western Sydney SSD. This change was potentially
caused by the approval of stages 1 and 2(2270 residential dwellings) of
the Olympic Village in Auburn lGA.
An analysis of the time series on a per annum basis was conducted
in Figure 10, and this diagram removed the volatility of the quarterly
index in Figure 10. In comparison to the aggregate Sydney market, the
regions affected by the Games experienced higher demand for building
approvals in the years leading up to the 2000 Games. Following this,
a slight decline occurred in 2001, probably due to over-bUilding in the
Olympic period, although demand for new housing recovered in 2002.
Change in residential land value remains one of the main indicators
of change and overall demand in the residential property market.
Figure 11 displays the land value time-series changes of selected local
Government Areas (lGA) in the Inner Western Sydney SSD and Central
Western Sydney SSD. Refer to Table 1 for the detailed land value
index table.
Another important measure of change is the housing rental levels in a
residential housing market. As a new residential suburb grows towards
a more mature formation, rental levels often increase at a faster rate
than established suburbs. According to the NSW Government 1998 June
Figure 10. Residential BUildingApprovals (1993-:&00:&) Figure 11. Index of Land Value Changes In Selected Suburbs
(Source: Aas (sI, 20021
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quarter rent report (DUAP, 1998), the median rents for two bedroom
units in Concord over the year increased by 26 percent to 5240 per week
with the lower quartile increasing by 15 percent to 5190 per week. This
increase may be partially explained by the release of rental properties
close to Homebush Bay. Unlike Concord, the increase in the median
rental level in the adjoining Auburn LGA was under 4 percent for units
and under 6 percent for houses. Strathfield also recorded less than 7
percent annual increase in median rents for two bedroom units and
three bedroom houses, although median sale prices for strata properties
in Concord and Strathfield recorded a 30 percent annual increase.
Nevertheless, a newly developing residential area near Homebush
Bay and new high-rise apartments near the Strathfield station have
contributed to this increase.
Conclusion and implications for planners
This paper examined the effect of the Olympic Games-a unique
phenomenon that occurs on a regular four-year interval, is always held
in a different location to the preceding event and is accompanied by a
large influx of competitors and public attendees. Due to the widespread
availability of media coverage to the global audience, coupled with
advances in technology, the Games places the focus on the host city
in the period leading up and during competition. This created an
opportunity for the NSW government to promote a 'Green Olympics',
where design and construction of the games suburb was based on
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) principles, and integrated
this new suburb into the surrounding suburbs (Burke, 2004).
The research investigated the impact of the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games on the host city'S residential property market both before
and after the event. The dual approach of investigating bUilding
activity and changes in the property markets permitted an insight
into the Sydney residential property market and the influence of
the 2000 Olympic Games. The added dimension of a time-series
allowed the long-term effect of the Olympics to be examined. It
concluded that the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games had an 'irregular'
impact on the Sydney residential property market, with varying
levels of influences in different geographical.areas. Overall, the
event had a major impact on property submarkets located within
the Olympic vicinity, and a relatively minor impact on markets
outside Sydney, for example, at state and national levels.
The findings suggested that the residential sub-markets of
suburbs within the Olympic precinct are more volatile or less mature
Whilst there is little doubt that the Olympic
Games provides a major boost to the economy of
every host city, the long term effect that remains
after the closing ceremony appears to be over-
rated. This is partly due to the immense surge
in building and market activities prior to the
Olympic Gamesl which cannot realistically be
sustained for the period immediately afterwards.
than the host city's average, which is consistent with the site's
land use history and the current inner city regeneration program.
However, the property market continued to be influenced by many
other factors over the corresponding period. Together with the
Sydney Olympic Games, factors such as the introduction of Goods
and Services Tax (GST) in 2000, and sustained low interest rates
also influenced the city'S residential property market to various
degrees. Even though land values in the vicinity of the Olympic
village have risen rapidly since 1995, this seems likely to be a
general trend, as comparisons between the LGAs in the Olympic
vicinity and other areas displayed a similar growth pattern.
Although the Olympic Games have a positive influence on the host
city's residential property market, it remains difficult to isolate and
accurately measure this effect. To an extent, the local conditions, rather
than the Olympic Games itself, are likely to contribute to a substantial
appreciation in the value of the property market (Bounds et al. 2000). For
example, it was argued that the average so percent house price increase
in Sydney between 1996 and 2000 could almost entirely be contributed tc
general market influences (Plumb & McKay, 2001). Another consideration
is the precinct within the 'Olympic Corridor', which is in the process
of urban regeneration and which has substantially raised property
prices. However, this event provided a rare opportunity to implement
an environmental framework within which to create a sustainable
suburb (Burke, 2004). This theme was embedded throughout the Sydney
Olympics as with all host cities, where the commitment towards the
environment must include:
» energy conservation and the use of renewable energy sources
» water conservation
» waste avoidance and minimization
» protection of human health with appropriate standards of air, water
and soil quality
» protection of significant natural and cultural environments
Oames, 1997).
Whilst there is little doubt that the Olympic Games prOVides a major
boost to the economy of every host city, the long term effect that
remains after the closing ceremony appears to be over-rated. This is
partly due to the immense surge in bUilding and market activities prior
to the Olympic Games, which cannot realistically be sustained for the
period immediately afterwards. The Games have consistently proven
their merit by raising the profile of the host city, but the long-term
benefits are primarily in the form of the improved infrastructure that
remains for years afterwards, rather than in higher house prices that are
partly artificially inflated.
-----_._-_._-----------------------------------------------
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Further Research
To enable a wider comparison, it is recommended that the effect of each
Olympic Games on the host city's property market is carefully recorded
and documented, which in turn will allow comparisons that will assist
future planning. To assist this process, the approach used for each
Games should be standardised. A factor working against research into
the Olympic Games is the lapse in time between each Games, and the
constantly changing location of each Games. Whilst there are obvious
differences between each host city, continued research will lessen
potential side effects of the Olympic Games, such as the sharp decrease
in residential property values after the closing ceremony. Attention
needs to be paid to the long-term effect on planning issues such as
transportation, and how such an event can be used to maximize the
long-term benefits for the locality. In addition, future studies concerning
the impact of Olympic Games on the host cities' residential markets
should be viewed as a continuous examination of the evolution of local
community and the city's development, which reflect changes in both
housing prices and land value.
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